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	The bestselling Excel book - completely updated for Excel 2013!


	As the world's leading spreadsheet application, Excel has an enormous user base. The release of Office 2013 brings major changes to Excel, so Excel For Dummies comes to the rescue once more! Featuring the friendly For Dummies style, this popular guide shows beginners how to get up and running with Excel while also helping more experienced users get comfortable with the newest features.

	
		Walks you through the exciting new features of Excel 2013
	
		Presents everything you need to know to perform basic Excel 2013 tasks
	
		Covers creating and editing worksheets and charts, formatting cells, entering formulas, inserting graphs, designing database forms, and adding database records
	
		Discusses printing, adding hyperlinks to worksheets, saving worksheets as web pages, adding existing worksheet data to an existing web page, and much more



	Whether you're new to Excel or are looking to get up and running with the 2013 version, Excel 2013 For Dummies has everything you need to know!
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Macromedia ColdFusion MX 7 Certified Developer Study GuideMacromedia Press, 2005
With an estimated base of more than 300,000 users, there are an  awful lot of ColdFusion developers out there. The cream of the crop, however,  are those with Macromedia certification. To get that, you must pass the  Certified ColdFusion Developer exam: This comprehensive study guide ensures that  you do! In these pages, veteran...
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When Search Meets Web Usability (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2009
This book delivers a proactive approach to building an effective Web site that is search engine friendly and will result in better search rankings. It outlines the steps needed to bridge the gap between a Google search and a Web site, and also improve the users' experience once they get to the site. By understanding the wide variety of...
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OpenCV By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Enhance your understanding of Computer Vision and image processing by developing real-world projects in OpenCV 3


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the basics of Computer Vision and image processing
	
		This is a step-by-step guide to developing several real-world Computer Vision projects...
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The Six Sigma Handbook, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	The authoritative classic--revised and updated for today's Six Sigma practitioners


	Whether you want to further your Six Sigma training to achieve a Black or Green Belt or you are totally new to the quality-management strategy, you need reliable guidance. The Six Sigma Handbook, Third Edition shows you, step by step,...
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Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundBroadway Books, 2012

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...
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Research in Communication Sciences and Disorders: Methods for Systematic InquiryPackt Publishing, 2021

	Research in Communication Sciences and Disorders: Methods for Systematic Inquiry, Fourth Edition is a comprehensive yet comprehendible text meant for instructors and students of research methods in the field of communication sciences and disorders. This forward-thinking book reflects the movement toward evidence-based practice in...
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